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About Staro Cracko Massacre 
 

The massacre of 14 Serbs on 23rd July 1999 is a part of the revenge actions 
taken by Albanian after the war. The massacre was conducted at point EN 
069 047, which is located app. 1 km from Gracko to southwest. The place is near 
the crossroads of the field roads coming from Gracko and Veliki Alas. 14 Serbian 
men were getting the harvest in from the field located in that area. They were 
returning to Gracko when killers shot them by making a surprise attack from the 
forest next to the field app. at 2015 hrs. They used 9 assault rifles (7.62 mm) and 
two pistols (7.62 mm) as firearms. Some of the victims were shot with pistol to a 
head at a close distance. One Serb tried to escape by tractor, but he was killed 
app. 150 m from the others by shooting him on back.  
During that time the village of Gracko was in the AOR of British peacekeeping 
troops. The area was closed app. one hour after the incident, but shooters 
managed to escape. Serbs had earlier asked KFOR-soldiers to protect their 
working on fields, but there were no resources for that.  
Seven of the murdered Serbs lived in Gracko and others in neighbouring villages. 
As a result of investigations several people were suspected on murders. A wide 
house search and arrest operation was conducted on 28th July 1999. In addition, 
a search operation was conducted to the houses of 25 suspects on 20th January 
2000.  No evidence related to murders was found. UNMIK-P is still working with 
the case. A memorial plate has been attached for the memory of the killed ones 
on the wall of the school in Gracko.  
 
 
According to BIA (Serbias intelligence agency) White book about Albanian 
terrorism and organized crime in Kosovo Ajvaz KORPUZI is one of the 
organizers of Staro Gracko massacre. 
 
AJVAZ (Behram) KORPUZI  
Born on May 21st, 1956, in the village of Sedlare, Municipality of Lipljan. He 
stayed in Albania until 1991 and, after completing his military training, he left for 
Western Europe, where he joined Albanian emigration and became, from 1998 
onward, one of the most extreme members of KLA. He was a member of the 
headquarters of KLA 121st brigade, as well as an officer of the "military police", 
engaged in the planning and direct conduct of terrorist acts aimed against the 
members of the Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs and the YA forces on the 
territory of the villages of Crnoljevo, Lapušnik, Klečka and Magura. In September 
1998, the members of the aforementioned unit, carried out a terrorist act against 
Milosav Stanišić, from the village of Slovinja, a reserve police officer of the police 
station in Lipljan, who suffered a leg wound. In October of the same year, he took 
part in the terrorist attack against Fatmir Qerinaj’s family, from the village of 
Petrović, Municipality of Štimlje, a policeman from the station in Lipljan, in the 
arrest of two of Tanjug’s journalists and the assassination of several Albanians 
loyal to the Republic of Serbia. After June 1999, he organized ethnic cleansing 
on the territory of Lipljan and the neighboring villages. He is one of the organizers 
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of, and the participants in, the terrorist act carried out on July 23, 1999, in the 
village of Staro Gracko, Municipality of Lipljan, in which 14 individuals were killed 
(Novica Janićijević, Stanimir Djekić, Božidar Djekić, Miodrag Tepšić, Andrija 
Oldalovac, Mile Janićijević, Momčilo Janićijević, Slobodan Janićijević, Milovan 
Jovanović, Jovica Živić, Radovan Živić, Saša Cvejić, Ljubiša Cvejić and Nikola 
Stojanović). 
 
Ajvaz KORPUZI (DOB 21 MAY 1956. Lives in SEDLARE, DN 9364 0505) The 
president of the Lipljan War Veteran Association 
 

 
PICTURE 1 House 162A DN 9364 0505 gate1 
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PICTURE 2 House 162A DN 9364 0505 gate2 

 
PICTURE 3 House 162A DN 9364 0505 house1 
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Beq SHAQIRI (DOB 15 JUL 1960) 
 

 
 
 
House in Crni Breg 
EN 04660 02440 
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Related persons 
 

 Mentor VISHESHELLA 
 Fikret SHAQIRI dob 04.08 
 Vehbi AVDYLI 
 Shfet SHAQIRI 
 Muhamet SHAQIRI 
 Ajet DUGA 
 Fatmir QERIMI (former MUP member, according to one 

souce he is Beg’s uncle; according to Beg himself Fatmir is 
his cousin) 

 
Family:  

Were present in the search 28 MAY 01 
Ismail SHAQIRI DOB 01 JAN 1932 (father) 
Hajrullah SHAQIRI DOB 09 AUG 1984 (brother) 
Hamide SHAQIRI DOB 18 AUG 1961 (wife) 
Muhamet SHAQIRI DOB 24 MAR 1981 (son) 
Fikret SHAQIRI DOB 04 AUG 1982 (son) 
Xhyla SHAQIRI DOB 02 AUG 1984 (daughter) 
 
Were present in the search 21 JUL 00 
Flutare SHAQIRI DOB 1995 
Valdet SHAQIRI DOB 1989 
Hana SHAQIRI DOB 1930 
Refket SHAQIRI DOB 1988 
Safet SHAQIRI DOB 1986 

 
 
Beg Smail SHAQIRI (DOB 15 JUL 60) was the main suspect in the hand grenade 
attacks. During the war he was in the 138th Bde. Beg SHAQIRI has lived in CRNI 
BRG,  but his present whereabouts are unknown.  
 
After the rifle grenade attack in NOVO NASELJE on 30 OCT 99, Esat DUGA 
driving a red Ford Escort was stopped at a VCP. In the car there were various 
documents and photographs showing Beg SHAQIRI and the FLAMUR bar 
located in LIPLJAN. Esat DUGA has stated that he is a business man bringing 
supplies to Kosovo. He is presumed to have connections to the intelligence 
service of Albania and to a dangerous criminal operating in PRISTINA, GECHI. 
Esat DUGA has also lived in CRNI BRG.  
 
The documents confiscated from DUGA show that Beg SHAQIRI had been a 
Platoon leader in 2Coy/2 Bn. However, in his interrogation record for Op 
BOMBARDIER SHAQIRI stated that he had been OC 1Coy/4Bn/138Bde.  
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Beg SHAQIRI was arrested as a suspect for the hand grenade attack in LIPLJAN 
area on 09 AUG 99. Besides him, 14 others were arrested:  
Nysret LACI 
Florim BYTYQI 
Sadat SHALA 
Lulzim STATOVCI 
Osman KARPUZI  
Mentor AMERLLAHY 
Jehona HYSENI 
Hymida HYSENI 
Valbona HYSENI 
Xhevahire BUDAKOVA 
Makfirete BAJARAMI 
Zenel AMERLLAHY 
Blerim HOXHA 
Blerim JASHANICA 
 
Beg SHAQIRI states in his own memo that there would have been 17 arrested 
“soldiers”. The list of assaulted he made mentions seven names, two of which 
are not in the above list (Bekim KARPUZI and Ragip BUDAKOVA). The name list 
over the prisoners who were released in September does not include these 
names either.  
 
According to the interrogation record Blerim HOXHA is Beg SHAQIRI’s sister’s 
son. In the picture annex of Op BOMBARDIER HOXHA is in several pictures with 
Beg SHAQIRI wearing UCK camouflage uniform with UCK patches. According to 
information provided by MSU, Blerim HOXHA is connected to the MRP in 
PODUJEVO area, and is suspected of being a professional killer. HOXHA was 
last seen in KPC uniform in a memorial service held in MALO RIBARE on 18 
APR 00. Last information on HOXHA is that he has registered a 7.68mm pistol 
(serial number 53872), and that his ID number is 98230.  
 
In the paper Beg SHAQIRI made he says he is the CO of the unit FORTUNA, 
which has moved to the area of KOSARE from DUKAGJIN Zone. The unit 
operated in the area 27 JUN 99 – 09 AUG 99, after which unit ceased operations 
when RMP arrested all soldiers in the unit. In one memo Beg SHAQIRI calls 
himself the Commander of the “Black Hand” unit.  
 
The Commander of the LIPLJAN area PU tried to get Beg SHAQIRI into his 
control in the summer 1999. SHAQIRI did not agree to this, but formed his own 
organization in the area (to be a part of FARK). During the summer he tried to 
found a FARK HQ in LIPLJAN area, but FARK/mafia Commander Shpendi 
LLUGANI prevented this by withholding the required resources.  
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According to a report there are indications that Beg SHAQIRI has indirectly 
threatened Shygeri SALIHU’s (Commander, LIPLJAN PU) life if he in any way 
interferes with SHAQIRI’s activities.  
 
In his memo SHAQIRI refers to Shygeri SALIHU in three instances:  
15 JUL 99 SHAQIRI notified PU of the assault rifle Florim QERIMI had in his 
possession.  
SHAQIRI requested help from Shyqeri SALIHU for a simultaneous assault on 
Serbs in GRACKO, DOBROTIN and STRPCE.  
Beg SHAQIRI’s men wanted to act against the father of Shyqeri SALIHU, Regjep 
SALIHU, but did not dare, as Shyqeri has influence and connections among 
others to Shukri BUJA. The reason to desire action against Regjep SALIHU was 
that he had supplied food to Serbs and had been sympathetic to them.  
In addition, the activities of SALIHU and the father of his wife Linda are dealt with 
in the memo. The father of Linda, Heset, is claimed to have connections with a 
Serb criminal Milos TOSIC.  
 
In October Beg SHAQIRI and Blerim HOXHA were stopped by a B Coy patrol. 
Both had then KORPUSI I KOSOVES and INFORMATION & REFERRAL 
SERVICE ID cards. Before being stopped SHAQIRI had been seen in a vehicle 
with Dudaxhin and Agim KOLSHI (Suzuki Vitara, VRN Z 787-T).  
 
In January 2000 cigarettes were handed over from Beg SHAQIRI’s car to 
retailers in LIPLJAN. SHAQIRI was not in the car himself at that time.  
 
Commander of PU LIPLJAN Shyqeri SALIHU was met on 23 SEP 99. To him 
was posed a question of organized crime in LIPLJAN. SALIHU responded that 
there are two factors in LIPLJAN, FARK and small criminal organizations.  
 
 
Emin BEQIRI  
 
NSTR 
 
Blerim BAFTIU 
 
Check target pack 
 
OP Bombardier  
 
Was investication operation carried out in summer/fall 1999 in connection with 
the LIPLJAN hand grenade attacks.  
 
Besim ALIU & Rahim PODVORICA 
 
Suspects of Cracko massacre 
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Mohammet ADEMI 
 
Nil 
 
Nedeljkovic ZIVOJIN 
 
Nil 
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Lindita KRENZI 
 

 
 
DTG 011850B c/s reported six shots from area of the school of MUHADZER 
BABUSH (EN 153-021). Two c/s checked area without result. DTG 012100B was 
conducted a house search operation in four houses near the school. Weapons, 
ammo or explosives were not found. UCK camouflage uniforms and material of 
possibly of intelligence value were found. Intelligence material consist of a small 
briefcase that contained several photos and a diary. Material was confiscated 
from house of Sabri KRENZI (EN 153 021). Search operation was finished at 
DTG 012205B. COMMENT: The diary belongs to former PU member Lindita 
KRENZI (DOB 30 MAR 1979). COMMENT ENDS. 
 
 
08 Oct 00 
 
See Dist. 
 
DOCUMENTS RELATING TO LINDA (AKA LINDITA) KRENZI (DOB 30.3.79) 

 
 
Background 
 
1. A number of documents belonging to Linda and Sabri KRENZI were 
seized, on the basis that as a member of a PU unit Linda KRENZI was suspected 
of involvement in the GRACKO massacre on 23 Jul 99.  The purpose of this 
report is to record the contents of the principal documents, and then to establish 
what evidence of involvement in the events of 23 Jul 99 is contained in them.   
 
Documents examined 
 
2. Those documents which can be linked to Linda and Sabri KRENZI are as 
follows:. 
 
a. Operational records and written statement 
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b. Statements (dated) written by Linda KRENZI. 
 
c. Address-book of Sabri KRENZI. 
 
d. Brown notebook marked “Raport ditor Linda”  (Linda –daily log). 
 
e. Photographs annotated with date and/or names. 
 
f. Miscellaneous photographs, loose and in two albums. 
 
Documents specified at a-e are examined in 3-7 below. 
 
Operational records and written statement 
 
3. These are as follows: 
 
a. Certificate dated 13 Jul 99 confirming Linda KRENZI as a member of 96 
Battalion of the UCK PU, in the operative zone of NERODIME (EM  0790) and 
authorising her to travel between LIPLJAN (EN 1007) and BABUSH.  
COMMENT.  This could be either BABUŠ SRPSKI (EM 1499) or, more probably, 
MUHADŽER BABUŠ (EN 1501) but there is no direct route from LIPLJAN to 
either of these.  NERODIME, although some distance away to the west of 
UROŠEVAC (EM 1390) was the nearest UÇK HQ.   COMMENT ENDS.  This is 
an original document signed by PU Commandant Salihu SHYQERI. 
 
b. Certificate issued on 31 Aug 99 by the Provisional Government of Kosovo 
confirming that Linda KRENZI was mobilised into the UÇK on 10 Apr 99 and took 
part in Operation SHIGJETA as a “liaison soldier.” 
 
c. TMK Certificate dated 28 Jan 00 confirming that Linda KRENZI served in 
the PASTRIK  area between 10 Apr 99 and 15 Jun 99. 
 
d. Signed copy record of interview of Lindita Sabri KRENEZI, hairdresser 
born 30 April 1979, conducted by Xhevat HAZIRI on 13 Jun 99.  This relates to 
her UÇK service.  She went to the front on 22 May 99, and was later injured.  
She went to ALBANIA for medical treatment, and returned to BURREL (GRNK) 
on 08 Jun 99, and at the date of the statement was working in the training centre 
in BURREL. 
 
Statements/Notes (dated) written by Linda KRENZI 
 
4. Translations of the five statements are at Annex 1.  These statements are 
handwritten and in colloquial style, often without full sentences.  For these 
reasons it has not always been possible to translate fully, and in some cases the 
combination of poor grammar and rapid handwriting make the text 
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incomprehensible.  The translation remains as close as possible to the original, 
and makes no attempt at stylish English.  The five statements are:-    
 
a. Statement (referred to as Statement) 1 dated 21 07 99 and headed 
Thursday (21 Jul 99 was a Wednesday). 
b. Statement dated Friday 22.07.99 (22 Jul 99 was a Thursday) (referred to 
as Statement 2) 
 
c. Declaration dated 20.11.99 (referred to as Statement 3) written on pages 
torn from brown notebook (see Paragraph 6.). 
 
d. Statement dated 02.8.99 (referred to as Statement 4) 
 
e. Statement dated 06.8.99 (referred to as statement 5) 
 
 
Address-book of Sabri KRENZI. 
 
5. This contains a number of telephone numbers and a small number of 
addresses, two in GERMANY, one in SWEDEN and one in MONTENEGRO. 
 
Brown notebook marked “Raport ditor Linda”  (Linda –daily log). 
 
6. This contains diary entries. 
 
06 Apr 99 Notes addressed to beloved. 
 
18 Aug 99 Written to a female by a male. 
 
11 Aug 99 Inconsequential 
 
Further entries dealing with relationship up to 09 Feb 00. 
 
N.B. pages torn from this book are used for other items mentioned in this report. 
 
 
Photographs annotated with date and/or names. 
 
7. Date   Album   Persons 
 
 05 Jul 99  Flowery  Mehmeti and Linda 
 
 06 Jul 99  Red   Blerim,Mirveti, Linda 
 

09 Jul 99 Red   Mirvete Shaha Linda KFOR 
member 
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13 Aug 99 Avni  (Linda’s fiancé) during 

protest in LIPLJAN (EN 1007) 
 
 
Conclusions based on time factors 
 
8. It is clear from the original documents that KRENZI was a member of the 
UCK PU, from 10 Apr 99 and that she took part in Operation SHIGJETA.  She 
served in the PASTRIK zone from 10 Apr 99 until 15 Jun 99, but spent some of 
that time in ALBANIA receiving medical treatment.  Thereafter there is no official 
record of her activity, other than the document dated 31 Aug 99 recording her 
participation in Op SHIGJETA.   
 
9. Given that NATO was established in KOSOVO by mid-June 1999, it is not 
altogether surprising that there is no detailed record of her activities after that 
date.   
Specific involvement in UÇK activity can therefore only be established from the 
travel document dated 13 Jul 99 and her own personal documents. 
 
Conclusions based on geographical factors 
 
10. The document dated 13 Jul 99 describes KRENZI as living at GADIMLJE, 
as a member of 96 Battalion of the UCK PU, in the operative zone of NERODIME 
(EM  0790) and authorising her to travel on the road between LIPLJAN (EN 
1007) and BABUSH.  This is not inconsistent with her being in a position to be in 
GRACKO on the relevant date, but does not specifically link her to the events of 
23 Jul 99. 
 
Conclusions based on documents. 
 
11. Statement 1.  This is dated 21 07 99 and refers to a conversation with 
ZHELETA about “an action”, but no details are forthcoming from the statement.  
KRENZI is told to keep quiet about it.  The action appears complete at the date of 
the statement, but the style and use of tenses are confusing at times. 
 
12. Statement 2. This is dated 22.7.99 and it is headed “report to the police 
Linda”.  It deals with a meeting 2 days previously (21 July if the date is wrong – 
see above), which was followed by a journey to FERIZAJ and an unspecified 
action.  The arrest of SHYQA is related to this. 
 
13. Statement 3 deals with the questioning of KRENZI about her operational 
relationship with ZHELETA.  It is even more disjointed than her previous writings.  
It is clear that some action which she has taken jointly with ZHELETA is causing 
her serious problems.  Although it is dated 20.11.99 it refers to incidents at least 
two weeks previous to that date but after the end of the fighting. 
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14. Statement 4 is dated 02.08.99 and appears to implicate KRENZI in what 
has taken place at GRACKO and also to denounce SHYQA. This indicates that 
KRENZI and others are afraid of certain information becoming known. 
 
15. Statement 5 is dated 06.08.99 and indicates that KRENZI is afraid of 
contact with ZHELETA, but that she appears to be working with SHYQA. 
 
16. KRENZI was under the command of SHYQERI at 13 Jul 99, but by 22 Jul 
99 (Statement 2) she is involved with his arrest.  She denounces him (Statement 
4) on 02 Aug 99, but appears, from Statement 5, to be working with him again on 
06 Aug 99. 
 
17. As to ZHELETA, KRENZI appears to be working closely with him during 
late July and on 02 Aug 99, but by 06 Aug 99 she appears to be afraid of contact 
with him. 
It is not possible to draw any conclusions from document 3. 
 
18. SHYQERI is identified from the certificate of 13 Jul 99 as a  
Commandant in the UCK PU (military police) but nothing further is known.  
Attempts to identify ZHELETA have been unsuccessful.  ZHELETA may well be 
a nickname – possibly meaning “ragged”. 
 
General Conclusions 
 
19. While it is reasonable to infer from the documents seen, particularly 
Statements 1,2 and 5, that KRENZI was involved in events at GRACKO, nothing 
indicates the nature or extent of that involvement, and there is no identification of 
ZHELETA which might shed further light on matters. 
 
20. It is clear from KRENZI’s statements that operational relations were 
unstable in late July 99, and that she was concerned about what had happened 
then.  However her own statements are vague, and in the case of Statement 3, 
disjointed.  Even allowing for the fact that some meaning may have been lost 
because of the vernacular style, further obscured by poor handwriting, there is 
insufficient evidence in the documents to show what part KRENZI played, 
although it is clear that she was in some way involved.  Further information would 
be necessary before an affective interview could be undertaken, and if possible a 
record of the interview mentioned in Statement 3 should be obtained. 
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Translation of Statement 1 
 
Thursday 
21 07 99 
 
Commandant ZHELETA told me on Thursday at about 930 I was on my way to 
the base and to go out on to the road and he took me to drink a coffee and I went 
and received certain information from him.  He said you are going to be involved 
in some action but we understand and will finish the action before you however I 
asked him and said who told you. He said don’t tell anybody it’s ku ku for you.  
Shkurtja tells us that she has been a soldier but for the moment is with us but she 
remains almost all day with the police xxxxxxxx and that we are going to do an 
action when you go you but to do the job for me and we do it. 
This I reported to the Police  
 
Linda  Lena 
Krenzi 
 
 
Statement 2 
 
22.7.99 
 
Linda reports to the police       22.07.99 
 
Friday afternoon.  And I met ZHELETA the day before yesterday at 1015 and we 
left for a meeting from 1800 hours. I went to meet them at the station and 
ZHELETA came and said to me let’s go to FERIZAJ and these two colleagues 
took me (to) an action and they were Zeneli and Jotllari and Blerim HOXHA from 
VELIKA RIBARA.  We went to FERIZAJ but ZHELETA and I went to his uncle’s 
flat.  That flat is at the Zllatki photo business near the mosque 4 (floors?) until we 
had finished the action those two and ZHELETA and I drank a cup of coffee each 
with the uncle until 20.00 in the evening and (they?) finished the action at the 
railway station …………….and ZHELETA told me that Commandant SHYQA 
however he went out to fight that he was made Police 
Commandant……………….We had to arrest SHYQA we had to call him to a 
meeting and arrest him. Agim and Avdi for these three ZHELETA said we had 
witnessed and seen SHYQA……….we gathered information for three hours 
ZHELETA said that they had collaborated with the Serbs………one day we went 
to take SHYQA. and to … and to lose.  COMMENT.  SHYQA is probably PU 
Commandant Salihu SHYQERI.  COMMENT ENDS. 
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Document 3 
 
20 11 99 Saturday 
 
We were in a meeting a German Emin BEQIRI Luli and a man questioned me.  
SHYQA and AVDILI said to me why for what reason did you telephone ZHELETA 
but we did not call nothing interests him.  Two weeks later I went into town with 
Xhevet SHAHA so that from 12.30 ZHELETA stopped me and said let’s go and 
have a drink I said no he said we have things to do in the mountains they are 
interested in speaking to me as a colleague because we were together in the 
army and also in the fighting we wanted to speak to you as friends. Don’t think 
that something is thinking of getting secrets from you or somebody else is not 
interested in them I have found somebody who is holding information, however I 
(did not?) return(ed). Friend can …because we were in the fighting together we 
have been great brothers for them we can greet each other or I said friend you 
can come to my house to get to know my family                we fought together for 
freedom and AVDIL told me that ZHELETA came to take me at home and so I 
went back there and said no it is not true why did you accept me and only that I 
have not kept information and…nothing  …with the laws on information that it 
happened only that we….under the command of Colhe SHERIFI and it happened 
that I myself was in the HQ but this business did not interest me.  However I’ll tell 
you something else that in private life no family can be and let anybody else 
become involved.  But since somebody told you that we have held information 
that the Commandant told me that he kept information back from them a man 
himself told me and I returned and told the commandant they again wanted to 
see him and talk to him in your presence…….after ZHELETA … and he tell you 
that you told somebody however I said go and get talking to me in the presence 
of  everybody (about) whether I told something then and I said we can …that 
nothing interests me about… you are looking only to see if you can make my 
problems worse.  
 
Document 4  
 
Tuesday 
2.8.99 
 
At 5.30 p.m. I met ZHELETA and was waiting for the bus ZHELETA spoke to me 
at the bus station and so we sat down and waited till the bus came and I tried to 
get him to talk and he said to me that he knows who has taken part in the case of 
the actions at GRACKO and said that ZHELETA and two soldiers of yours he 
said has taken part and a German and another I xx at the house of MUSAFER at 
GADIMLJE and ZHELETA xx the others and told them next day that ZHELETA 
said I (and he?) are never xx SHYQA and his weapon and cartridges  and here is 
ZHELETA who says at once that he has brought me the photographs of SHYQA 
and has sent me to the military command to tell all the soldiers what sort of 
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commandant they had. who drinks coffee with the Serbs and that we had seen 
SHYQA’s father embracing xx and xx. 
 And so ZHELETA before the 24th held a meeting and some of your 
soldiers were there and he appointed me xx and said joker, German, guest etc., 
and we made decorations that we had said to your soldiers bravo……and I have 
declarations from my men that they have spoken ill of Commandant SHYQA. 
This I have reported to the military police Linda Krenzi DONJE GADIMLJE at 
1950 hours. 
 
Document 5 
 
Friday 06.08.99 
 
From 12.30 we held a peaceful protest in the town of LIPLJAN from 1300 it 
started till 1415 It was peaceful enough but we were afraid of Commandant BEG 
and ZHELETA were working with me So Commandant Saliu SHYQERI told me 
to guard (him?) his group because we are all PU (military police) and in danger 
that Commandant ZHELETA or BEG spoke to me. 
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Irim  YMERI 
 
Nil 
 
Zejna BECAJ 
 
One of the Gracko massacre suspects 
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